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When you look at the cloth, what do you notice?

This cushion was made 
from a special kind of 
cloth. The cloth is called 
kentekentekentekente cloth.
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thing you notice thing you notice thing you notice thing you notice 
when you look at when you look at when you look at when you look at 

the pictures of the pictures of the pictures of the pictures of kente kente kente kente 
cloth?cloth?cloth?cloth?

What shapes What shapes What shapes What shapes 
and patterns and patterns and patterns and patterns 
do you see?do you see?do you see?do you see?

What do you What do you What do you What do you 
think think think think kente kente kente kente 
cloth is used cloth is used cloth is used cloth is used 

for?for?for?for?

Where do you Where do you Where do you Where do you 
think the cloth think the cloth think the cloth think the cloth 
came from?came from?came from?came from?

How do you How do you How do you How do you 
think the cloth think the cloth think the cloth think the cloth 
was made?was made?was made?was made?

Things to think about as you look at the next slides.
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The The The The AsanteAsanteAsanteAsante tribe come from tribe come from tribe come from tribe come from 
Ghana where they live in the Ghana where they live in the Ghana where they live in the Ghana where they live in the 
Rainforests of West Africa. They Rainforests of West Africa. They Rainforests of West Africa. They Rainforests of West Africa. They 
are also known as the Ashanti.are also known as the Ashanti.are also known as the Ashanti.are also known as the Ashanti.

Cloth made by the Asante
people has beautiful patterns. 
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Kente cloth, made by 
the Asante, is a type of 
fabric made up of  
interwoven cloth strips. 
It was originally made for 
tribal kings and only they 
were allowed to wear the 
cloth.
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Kente cloth is special 
because it’s worn as a 
piece of clothing.

That means that the 
cloth is wrapped 
around around the 
body.

1940s1940s1940s1940s
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Men’s cloths are worn like a 
toga. The cloths are around 3 
metres long and 2 metres wide.

Women cloths are 
slightly smaller. 
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These are old photographs 
of two Asante kings. 
In the photographs, both 
kings are wearing 
traditional kente cloth.

19261926192619261931193119311931
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Important people in Africa still wear kente cloths 
as clothing.
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These photographs show Asante
weavers at work making kente cloth. 
The cloth was originally woven from 
silk now it’s made of cotton or rayon.
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In the very old traditional stories told by the
Asante, the spider Anansi taught the art of 
weaving to two brothers who had discovered his 
web while on a hunting trip. 

Anansi also taught 
them how to spin 
and dye the threads. 
Since then the
Asante have used 
the strip looms 
Anansi taught them 
to build.
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In Ghana the men do the 
weaving on a strip loom.
They weave a very long strip 
of fabric about the width of 
a hand. The narrow strip is 
then cut into pieces which 
are sewn together to make 
the finished cloth.
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The weaver is weaving a pattern in the cloth. 
To make a man’s cloth the weaver will weave 
up to 24 strips which will then be sewn together.
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Strips of Strips of Strips of Strips of kente kente kente kente cloth cloth cloth cloth 
ready to be sewn ready to be sewn ready to be sewn ready to be sewn 
togethertogethertogethertogether.
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The cloth used to be worn only by kings 
and important people. Now it can be 
worn by anyone for special ceremonies 
or special occasions like weddings, 
festivals and funerals.

A weaver uses many colours. Choosing 
the right colours is very important as 
each colour has a meaning. Dark 
colours such as dark red or dark brown 
mean sadness while bright colours and 
white are for happiness.
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What do you notice 
about the patterns?
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Each design has a name and a 
special meaning.
This design is called Obaakofo MmuObaakofo MmuObaakofo MmuObaakofo Mmu
ManManManMan which means ‘one person does 
not rule a nation’. 

The nine smallest squares in the design represent 
nine tufts of hair which were cut from the heads of 
those who helped the rulers to make decisions. 
The design itself stands for a fair government 
where no single person decides what everyone else 
should do. Instead, everyone decides which rules 
they will agree to live by.
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This design is called Emaa DaEmaa DaEmaa DaEmaa Da
which means ‘it has not happened 
before.’

The cloth was given it’s name by one of the
Ashante kings who was so overwhelmed by how 
different it was to all other cloth that he said, 
“EyiEyiEyiEyi dededede emmaa daemmaa daemmaa daemmaa da” which means “this one has no 
precedence.” He meant that he had never seen 
anything as special as this cloth before. From then 
on and for many, many years, only kings were 
allowed to use the cloth.
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This design is called Nyankonton Nyankonton Nyankonton Nyankonton 
which means God’s eye brow (the 
rainbow). It was created in honour 
of the beauty and the mystery of 
the rainbow.

This design is called 
AberewabeneAberewabeneAberewabeneAberewabene which means 
Brave Woman. How do you 
think it might have got its 
name?
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This design is called Sika FutoroSika FutoroSika FutoroSika Futoro
which means gold dust. 

Long ago, instead of paper 
money and coins, gold dust was 
used by the people of Ghana. 

Yellows, oranges and reds are said 
to be the colours of gold dust and 
so the design represents wealth.
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This design is called Kyeretwie Kyeretwie Kyeretwie Kyeretwie 
which means lion catcher. 

About 150 years ago there was a 
king called Kwaku Dua. 

King Kwaku Dua wanted to test the bravery of his 
warriors so he ordered them to catch a leopard 
alive. Since then some of the bravest kings took the 
name Kyeretwie Kyeretwie Kyeretwie Kyeretwie and added it to their own. 
Only those kings could say who would be allowed 
to wear the KyeretwieKyeretwieKyeretwieKyeretwie design.
On the cloth the black threads represent the black 
spots on a leopard’s fur.
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Here are some more 
kente cloth designs 
and colours. These 
are very bright and 
worn by women.
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These designs were made 
using a computer to look 
like kente cloth designs.
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